regarded as an independent cognitive ability [9, 10]. Only recently, however, has a cortical area selectively responsive to static images of the human body or its In a two-choice matching-to-sample task, 14 rightresponsive to static and moving images of the human handed participants were required to decide which of body and parts of it, but it is insensitive to faces and two similar upper-limb images matched a single sample stimulus categories unrelated to the human body [1, previously seen during a tachistoscopic exposure (Fig-2] . With event-related repetitive transcranial magnetic ure 1A). Photographs of face parts and motorcycle parts stimulation, we tested the possible causal relation beserved as control stimuli in two matching-to-sample tween neural activity in EBA and visual processing of tasks that were comparable to the former task (Figure body-related, nonfacial stimuli. Facial and noncorpo-1B). All the matching and nonmatching stimuli in each real stimuli were used as a control. Interference with pair were equated for luminance and viewing perspecneural activity in EBA induced a clear impairment, contive, and the nonmatching stimulus differed from the sisting of a significant increase in discriminative reacsample by a single or very few anatomical details in the tion time, in the visual processing of body parts. The case of limbs and faces (e.g., the shape and size of a effect was selective for stimulus type, because it afforearm or a nose) and a single or a few structural details fected responses to nonfacial body stimuli but not to in the case of motorcycles (e.g., the shape and size of noncorporeal and facial stimuli, and for locus of stimulaa handlebar). We applied rTMS trains of two pulses (10 tion, because the effect from the interfering stimulation Hz, 200 ms) over the right hemisphere 150 ms after the of EBA was absent during a corresponding stimulation onset of the sample. EBA and the primary visual cortex of primary visual cortex. The results provide strong (V1) were stimulated in different blocks, and an addievidence that neural activity in EBA is not only corretional block with a control sham stimulation served as lated with but also causally involved in the visual probaseline ( Figure 1C ). Delivering two TMS pulses at criticessing of the human body and its parts, except the cal delays after target presentation has previously face. 
. Although damage to the latter cortical region selectively impairs performance on face recogniVia Ardeatina 306 I-00179 Roma tion tasks [13] , there are no studies on the possible occurrence of specific deficits in the perceptual analysis Italy of nonfacial body parts after focal damage to the EBA region. We used event-related repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), a technique that provides Summary the unique opportunity to create temporary inactivation of cortical areas in healthy individuals [14, 15] , to explore Functional magnetic resonance imaging indicates that a possible causal link between interference with neural observation of the human body induces a selective activity in EBA and impairments in the visual discriminaactivation of a lateral occipitotemporal cortical area tion of body parts. called extrastriate body area (EBA) [ 
1]. This area is
In a two-choice matching-to-sample task, 14 rightresponsive to static and moving images of the human handed participants were required to decide which of body and parts of it, but it is insensitive to faces and two similar upper-limb images matched a single sample stimulus categories unrelated to the human body [1, previously seen during a tachistoscopic exposure (Fig-2] . With event-related repetitive transcranial magnetic ure 1A). Photographs of face parts and motorcycle parts stimulation, we tested the possible causal relation beserved as control stimuli in two matching-to-sample tween neural activity in EBA and visual processing of tasks that were comparable to the former task (Figure body-related, nonfacial stimuli. Facial and noncorpo-1B). All the matching and nonmatching stimuli in each real stimuli were used as a control. Interference with pair were equated for luminance and viewing perspecneural activity in EBA induced a clear impairment, contive, and the nonmatching stimulus differed from the sisting of a significant increase in discriminative reacsample by a single or very few anatomical details in the tion time, in the visual processing of body parts. The case of limbs and faces (e.g., the shape and size of a effect was selective for stimulus type, because it afforearm or a nose) and a single or a few structural details fected responses to nonfacial body stimuli but not to in the case of motorcycles (e.g., the shape and size of noncorporeal and facial stimuli, and for locus of stimulaa handlebar). We applied rTMS trains of two pulses (10 tion, because the effect from the interfering stimulation Hz, 200 ms) over the right hemisphere 150 ms after the of EBA was absent during a corresponding stimulation onset of the sample. EBA and the primary visual cortex of primary visual cortex. The results provide strong (V1) were stimulated in different blocks, and an addievidence that neural activity in EBA is not only corretional block with a control sham stimulation served as lated with but also causally involved in the visual probaseline ( Figure 1C ). Delivering two TMS pulses at criticessing of the human body and its parts, except the cal delays after target presentation has previously face.
proved Because both accuracy and latency in the sham stim- ulation condition were comparable for the three stimulus parietal areas [5] [6] [7] . The present finding, that rTMS of EBA induces a selective impairment of processing noncategories, the latency increase in the task with body parts during rTMS of EBA could not be accounted for facial body parts, provides strong evidence that neural activity in this area is not only correlated with, but also by a different difficulty of the three tasks. Nor could the effect be ascribed to the multicomponent structure of necessary for, this particular aspect of body knowledge. 
